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PRESS RELEASE
TOWARDS A GLOBAL UFO DISCLOSURE?
"The UFO pilots have asked not to publish that they are here, humanity is not ready yet". Prof. and retired general
Haim Eshed, former head of Israel's Defense Ministry's space directorate and Israeli space security chief , told Israel's
Yediot Aharonot newspaper. Parts of his interview in English were also published by Jerusalem Post. "There is an
agreement between the U.S. government and the aliens. They signed a contract with us to do experiments here", he
said. Eshed added that US President Donald Trump is aware of the extraterrestrials' existence and had been "on the
verge of revealing" information but was asked not to in order to prevent "mass hysteria". "They have been waiting
until today for humanity to develop and reach a stage where we will understand, in general, what space and
spaceships are", Eshed said, referring to a sort of “galactic federation” up there."If I had come up with what I'm saying
today five years ago, I would have been hospitalized," he said. "Today, they're already talking differently. I have
nothing to lose. I've received my degrees and awards, I am respected in universities abroad".
Well, this shocking statement – after the recent US Navy and Pentagon disclosures about UFOs - was not a surprise in
Italy. A former officer in the Italian Army’s NATO III Missile Brigade nuclear units in 1971-72 and an aerospace
researcher and sociologist for ten years (1985-1995) whose space habitability and SETI papers were presented in the
International Astronautical Federation as well as ASI (Italian Space Agency), ESA (European Space Agency) and ISU
(International Space University) congresses, popular aerospace journalist Dr. Roberto Pinotti, founder in 1967 and
president of Italy’s National Ufological Centre (CUN) expressed exactly the same ideas in 1990 in his best-seller UFO:
Visitors from somewhere else, foreworded by the father of rocketry Prof. Hermann Oberth and translated also into
German. In fact, in his Wikipedia profile https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roberto_Pinotti, we may read:
“He has a proposed solution for Enrico Fermi’s paradox (briefly: ‘If extraterrestrials do exist, why haven’t they been
detected?’). His proposal is that humans live in a sort of Indian reserve under an agreement he calls ‘The Big Game’ (Il
Grande Gioco) between Earth governments and E.T. beings not to reveal themselves. As a sociologist, Pinotti explains
this arrangement could be aimed at preventing the anomie that may result from a brakdown of traditional
assumptions and values”.
Commenting Prof. Haim Eshed’s statements, “He is well aware of the situation, too” Dr. Pinotti said. “Maybe today
the times begin to be ripe for a global disclosure”.
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